How Project Developed

This project came of a tour group wanting the Architectural Aspects of The Pasadena Playhouse as the highlight of their tour. We give tours on a by request basis. They can be anywhere from 1 to 75 or possibly more.

Project Set-Up and Cost

Cost -- Approximately $35.00 overall, see below:

$20.00 for the foam core display board. The photo paper and ink were already on hand so unable to compute. Twenty (20) sheets of photo paper was purchased online for approximately $10.00 double sided re-positional tape $5.00.
Time -- Approximately 30 hours give or take some for:

- Research the archive files and selecting photos to print
- Printing Photos
- Titling Photos
- Mounting the Photos

It takes about 5 to 15 minutes of additional time to transport and set up the Story Board in the Playhouse Library before each tour.

Benefits -- the Tour Goer

As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words. The storyboard is a one stop place to view the major Architectural Aspects of The Pasadena Playhouse. Although the tour goers may have seen the architectural highlights along the tour, this gives the tour goers a chance to truly appreciate what they have seen or may have missed along the way.

Benefits -- the Theatre

The tours give our visitors a sense of the history of The Playhouse. Other benefits are:

- Stimulates conversation and interest among the tour goers.
- Increased donations for our tours. We do them free of charge but to ask for donations.
- Encourages the tour goers to visit the theatre for a play.